Cheeky Tales: More British Spanking Stories

The British are known for tea, tradition and
a love of spanking. And premiere British
spanking author James Fox is back to
delight readers with a second book of hot
UK spanking tales. British readers who
love spanking stories and Anglophiles from
across the pond whove dreamed of British
spankers and spanking with delight in this
collection, which is sure to have readers
aching to have someone pull down their
knickers for some traditional correction.
A Girlish Memory - Sian Evans may be an
adult, but she still hasnt been able to forget
the bare-bottom thrashing she received as a
last year student from the school gym
mistress. She longs to discover if her
obsession is simply the result of trauma, or
of some deeper need. So when she sees an
ad offering old-fashioned school mistress
correction, she finally has her chance to
revisit her disciplinary past. Caught on the
Net - Spanking authoress Angelina is
something of a fraud. Shes written about
discipline for years, all the time refusing to
allow her husband Nathaniel to turn her
fantasies into reality. When he discovers
shes been in contact with an anonymous
online Master, he decides its time he took
matters into his own hand and give his wife
a real taste of bare-bottom discipline. The
Catch - Steven has an apartment for rent.
The price is great, but theres a catch.
Prospective female renters have to submit
to a caning. The one who can take the most
whacks gets the place. Pretty Jenny really
needs a place, but just how far is she
willing to go? Just wait and see.. Jealousy
- Nicks relationship with Anna is purely
platonic, and hes sure she sees him as little
more than the brother she never had. But
when she confides in a misdeed, this young
British man is about to introduce his
Eastern European friend to the traditional
kind of bare-bottom spanking she deserves.
Just Desserts - When a soccer ball Julie
kicks in frustration goes through the
window of her neighbor, a handsome
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retired general, she allows a young boy to
take the rap. But later guilt - and something
else - leads her to submit herself to the
former military man for a good caning on
her bare bottom.
Perkins Pleasure Perkins is a dedicated butler. Hes
professional and very fair, so when his
mistress canes poor Emma the serving girl
in a brutal fashion, he decides that his
haughty lady needs to be taken down a peg
or two. And he has just the leverage he
needs to have his mistress and her equally
arrogant
friend
bent
over
and
bare-bottomed for a taste of his cane.
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